APPENDIX II – 14
School Improvement Walkthroughs

Walkthrough teams were represented by several departments, such as Grants and Federal Programs, Student Equity, Language Acquisition, the Magnet Department, Curriculum Development, and Advanced Learning Experiences. The District used the walkthrough protocol adopted in the 2016-17 school year (see Protocols, Practices, and Responsibilities for S&I Visit, below). The walkthroughs used the Danielson Framework to evaluate the quality of instruction at each magnet school, with an emphasis on instruction and environment. Directors paid specific attention to Danielson’s instruction domain, especially those components identified as areas of district-wide concentration: communicating with students (3a); using questioning/prompts and discussion (3b); engaging students in learning (3c); and using assessment in instruction (3d) (see Classroom Walkthrough Form, below). The Arizona Department of Education (ADE) joined walkthroughs at ADE Schools in Improvement on the dates listed below:

ADE Magnet and Transition Walkthroughs, 2018-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of School</th>
<th>Date of visit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cholla High Transition School</td>
<td>9/11/2018, 1/28/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palo Verde High Magnet School</td>
<td>10/17/2018, 1/23/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drachman Montessori K-8 Magnet School</td>
<td>8/27/2018, 12/11/2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safford K-8 Transition School</td>
<td>9/18/2018, 1/29/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterback Middle Transition School</td>
<td>10/19/2018, 2/8/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pueblo High Transition School</td>
<td>9/21/2018, 1/22/2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During all District-level walk-throughs, staff entered data from each observed classroom into a spreadsheet for future assessment and identification of trends. The principal and academic director used this cumulative data to identify areas of improvement in a document outlining the school’s next steps (see Next Steps Template, below) principal then disseminated that information to teachers to focus improvement efforts. Program coordinators from the District’s Grants and Federal Program Department worked as a member of each school’s SI team to provide support with Tier 1 instruction as requested by each school’s administrator. School and district-level staff revised the identified areas of improvement for each school during subsequent walk-throughs to chart school progress. The data in the above-referenced appendix show that nine of thirteen magnet campuses and five of five transition campuses made progress in communicating the purpose for learning with students (3a). Eight of thirteen
magnet campuses and four of five transition campuses improved in their ability to use questioning/prompts and discussion (3b). Student engagement (3c) improved at five of thirteen magnet campuses and four of five transition campuses. Nine of thirteen magnet campuses showed gains in using assessment in instruction (3d), while three of the five transition campuses improved in this component. In the demonstrating flexibility and responsiveness component (3e), eight of thirteen magnet campuses and four of five transition campuses showed gains. Cholla did not have proficiency growth data as only one S&I walkthrough was conducted during 2017-18. During this walkthrough, the number of classrooms showing proficiency at Cholla were: 72% in 3a, 40% in 3b, 40% in 3c, and 28% in 3d. Compared to first walkthrough data from the other transition campuses, Cholla scored lowest in 3b, 3c, and 3e, and did not outrank any transition schools in proficiency.

In response to needs identified during school walkthroughs, the Magnet Department hired an experienced educational consultant, Ms. Kim Gunn, to assist several magnet and transition campuses with addressing their “Next Steps Action Plan.” Ms. Gunn has a proven record of accomplishment in working with turn-around schools and she provided varied services according to each magnet school’s need, including teacher coaching and PD on Quality Tier 1 Instruction. Walkthrough trend data suggested a need for further development of component 3b (using questioning and discussion techniques) for magnet and transition campuses. In response, the District employed the consultant services of ASCD author Erik Francis, who provided a PD session to magnet and transition principals and coordinators, as well as a copy of his publication, “Now That’s a Good Question: How to Promote Cognitive Rigor Through Classroom Questioning.” Based on this PD, principals at Davis and Tucson High invited Mr. Francis to their schools in order to provide the session to school staff. In addition, the District offered two sessions in June to a representation of teachers from magnet and transition schools. The District will continue to offer this PD and follow-up opportunities to teachers, certified support staff, and administrators during the 2018-19 school year.
S & I Team Purpose & Responsibilities

SE OF S & I VISIT:
Gather trend data that will provide one set of information to guide PD choices and other support for the site, as well as opportunities for innovation.

The SNAPSHOT visits are just that: A snapshot in time.

Site Responsibilities:

1. Provide a MAP of the site to each team.
2. Develop a walk through schedule and make one copy per team to attend. (Typical schedule will be for 3 teams and 4 teams)
3. Schedule only 3 classrooms per hour per team
4. Notify teachers at your site of the S & I visit, several days ahead of the visit.
5. Teachers should just keep teaching, when the team arrives. They do not need to acknowledge the team or feel obligated to explain class processes.
6. Let teachers see the walk through instrument that based upon Danielson.
7. Provide a place for the team to meet on the day of the walk through.

Before Visit:

1. Contact principal and ensure he/she is aware of the upcoming visit.
3. We want to see a cross section of teachers/grade levels. We especially want to see ELA & Math.

At Visit:

4. Provide needed documents for the walk through class visits
   a. Approved walk through form aligned to Danielson: Each team member should have a form for each classroom visited (GFP will provide)
   b. Danielson Rubric: one for each team (GFP will provide)
   c. Strengths & Enhancement Form: one for each team (GFP will provide)
   d. Assigned classrooms list with teachers numbered: one for each team (Site will provide)
   e. Map for each team (Site will provide)

Questions to Ask Principal:
S & I Team Purpose & Responsibilities

- Are there any teachers absent?
- Are we seeing new teachers? What are their classroom numbers/names, so that we are able to notate this on our assignment sheet?
- Do you have any long-term subs? Is this person included in the walk through assignment list?
- Is there anything specific you would like noted, when we are in rooms? For example: Is there something that we should see in all rooms, such as posted objectives or Avid strategies posters? Or, is there something specific you have been working on in PD?
- Who are your STAR teachers?

Team Directions

Assignments

5. Provide direction to teams that arrive for walk through.
6. Quickly determine who will be on each team in the walk through visit.
   a. **Suggestion: Site staff should be paired with a district staff member.
   b. Coordinators should be paired with a Director
   c. Principal should walk with the ADE representative, when applicable.

Set norms for teams that arrive for walk through.

a. Remind team that this confidential
b. This is NOT a “Gotcha” or a “See how many things we can find wrong”
c. This is a SNAPSHOT: Teams will not see all things listed on the form.
d. Use the Danielson RUBRIC after each classroom visit to determine consensus score
   e. Ones and Fours on Danielson are Rare
   f. Set a specific time to return to meeting area
   g. We may not see all teachers in a visit.
h. Try to see all teachers on your assigned list.
i. Honor the consensus score time limits and the time of all involved

Completing the forms

- Notify all team members to NOT put their name on the form, but to put their team number. Rather than TEACHER name, number the teachers on their list and record NUMBER rather than Name of teacher.
- Each team will spend 10-15 minutes per classroom (Snap Shot).
- Exit and spend 5-7 minutes coming to a CONSENSUS score on complete walk through instrument.
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- Use the Rubric to arrive at consensus
- DO NOT USE THE FORM AS A CHECK OFF LIST. Record observations. You WILL NOT see all things in a snapshot visit. Remember this is a mini observation—not an evaluation.
- After all visits: Team to complete the Graphs and Trends excel document.

Strengths than Enhancements

If you do not note the strengths, no one will be able to hear the enhancement.

a. 3-5 strengths should be listed for each teacher and be specific to Danielson protocol.
b. Only 1-2 Enhancements. Bite Sized Actions: That is all that can be focused on at a time.
c. The information should be written respectfully & professionally.
d. Teachers will not receive this information.
e. Principals will receive all forms.
f. ONLY Trend information will be shared with the whole staff.
g. Individual information should focus on the Strengths and Bite sized action
h. The observation form SHOULD NOT be given to the teacher.

END OF WALK THROUGH

- When team returns to meeting area:
  a. Title I Coordinator along with Regional Supt. will lead the meeting—sometimes ADE will determine to lead the meeting.
b. Complete the graph and trend form. Be VERY Professional with comments.
c. Count the score for each teacher once in the Graphs & Trends document. Complete trend data collection excel document.
d. This document will provide a graph that will depict growth over time.
e. Collect ALL completed walk through forms and give to the principal.
f. ADE will often dismiss the majority of the team—only asking district leadership representatives and sometime the Title I coordinator to remain.
g.

THESE INDIVIDUAL FORMS ARE NOT TO BE SHARED WITH STAFF. TREND DATA MAY BE SHARED WITH STAFF.
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7. Provide a copy of the S & I Action Plan-Next Steps document to the Principal, **before** you leave the site.


9. Do other departments/directors need to be notified of additional support needed at the site?

10. Provide them with a copy of the next steps action form and any additional information needed to provide the needed support.

Provide The Following Information to the Principal:

11. Teachers will ask for feedback. Principals will need to determine (perhaps with leadership guidance) the process for this feedback.
   a. Trend data by grade level and by school
   b. Focus on Strengths and one or two enhancements—either school wide or by subject/grade level
   c. Timeliness of feedback (i.e. that afternoon? Next staff meeting?)
   d. Principal should notify staff of time line for providing feedback and type of feedback to be given.
   e. If determination to provide individual feedback, Principal will be responsible for reviewing forms to determine the feedback for individual teachers. Again, it is highly recommended that individual forms **NOT** be shared with teachers.

GFP Coordinator Responsibilities:

- Notify principal of upcoming visit and site responsibilities
- Provide copies of the walk through instrument for everyone on the teams participating
- Print and provide one copy of the Strengths & Enhancement form for each team
- Keep information confidential
- Do not talk about individual teachers or subs after you leave (Absolutely do not talk about employees in a public setting.)
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- At S & I Walk through If there is a specific concern regarding a teacher, leave a note for the principal and/or Regional Asst. Supt or Director saying: “You may want to pop back into Name’s rooms or Room #. Please contact me if you need additional information. “

GFP Following S & I Site visit:

- Build a relationship with the principal and CSP
- Visit site regularly (before & after) S & I visit. Monitor CIP implementation, offer PD support, join, as opportunity occurs, the walk through with CSP/Principal/AP, support PLCs.
- Remember, you are not an evaluator
- Always be professional, respectful, and positive

Add Classroom walkthrough form